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Convenient
Combination door
lock removes the
hassle of managing
keys just to share
your keys!
Secure
Set your code then
share it with
authorized staﬀ!
Durable
Heavy gauge steel
body, key hooks &
continuous hinge!
Wall Mounted
Supplies included!
Easy to Use
Multi-colored key
tags make it easy
to organize!
Secure. Durable. Convenient.
The, 1000 combination lock can be
changed at any time and oﬀers a
convenient combination key cabinet
solution with no need to hassle with
keys to access more keys!
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KeyGuard combination key cabinets are the latest
security innovation from FJM Security. The new line
combines durability and reliability with the
convenience of
keyless security at
a competitive price!

Durability
- Heavy gauge steel
- Continuous “piano” hinge
- Steel key hooks
Reliability
- Reliable three dial
combination security
- 1,000 possibly codes
- All metal construction
Convenience
- Change code easily
in seconds
- Mounting hardware
included
- Color coded key tags
included
- No need to use keys to
manage keys!
Value
- Competitively priced
- 1 year limited warranty

Easily set the combination by holding in the reset button and rolling the dials to a
new combination. The combination can be changed at any time! Combination locks
are a tried and true mechanical locking system that have been tested over time
with none of the reliability issues that occur with plastic punch button lock systems.
The steel key box has a continuous hinge for added security. Keys can be hung
either on steel hooks or used with the included key tags.
The multi-colored key tags are easy to reuse by inserting new labels. Find free label
templates, key location charts, sign-out forms and other helpful key management
tools at www.combination-key-cabinet.com
KeyGuard is a division of FJM Security Products.
Do view all our other products lines such as Combi-Cam, Combi-Bolt, ShurLok, HitchSafe, KeyGuard,
Padlockable Cam Lock, Combi-Ratchet and more, go to our parent site at www.fjmsecurity.com

